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Title word cross-reference

\[ (\infty, \infty) \] [LW91]. \((P \pm i)\) [TB99]. \((P \pm i)\)^{\lambda} [TB99]. \((\psi(x) - \psi(y))^{2}\) [De 91a]. 1
[Dom99a, RS99]. 1/\pi [BB93]. 1/\sqrt{1-s^2} [RP96]. $107.25 [Bu90b]$. $162.75 [Ve94b]$. \$168.50 [Ve94b]. 2
[DS98, DV99, DM97a, HS92a, Lay93, Sak99, VDM96, WF97, dS97b]. $24.95 [Eme94e]$. \(2^a\) [EHGNT90]. 2 \times 2 [Le999]. 3
[CM96d, Eme94e, HKW99, Kle99]. $43.95 [An94]$. 7 [KN90]. $92.00 [Ro90b]$. 1
[Sid99]. 1 [Ber94, CM96b, DOS94, Jun92, Man96, VM94]. 2 [Ber93b, HS94b]. 3
[SK96, Zha95]. 4 [SS91b]. 1 [CM99, Ze92]. 10 [MN96]. 2
[Köl95a, LGR96, Lew97a, Ze92].

\(3\Phi_0((A, \alpha_j), (1, 1); z)\)^{\gamma} = 1 [DDL93]. 3
[LRGR96, Lew97a]. \(\delta^2\) [Ext99, Mil96]. 4
[Sch94b]. \(\delta_7\) [GM95]. 9 [MN96]. \(q_{-1}\) [Fqy]
[KK97]. 1 [SS91b]. \(x\) [SS91b]. 1 [Bar99b].
A [Bar99b].
A0 [CMR93]. B [An91a]. C
[Ber94, CLR97, CM96b, DOS94, HS94b, Jun92, Man96, Pas92, SK96, Zha95, Li96].
C1 [Pfe91]. C2 [La96]. \(c_0\) [Rha92].
\(C_n\) [Pfe91]. D
[CS97c, Sid97, Sid99, CRD94, Don96]. D\(\omega\) [FHR98]. \(\delta\) [BCC91]. \(\delta^{(k)}(P \pm o - m^2)\)
[Tel98]. E [Fra96, Vek97]. \(e^z\) [BPV93]. E\(n\)
[Sp99]. E\(n\). [Sp99]. \(\epsilon\) [LC97, Sal93]. F
[LRGR96, Let98, Lew97a, Ze92].
\(F_1(a, b, b'; c; x, y)\) [CDTV99].
\(F_n(z) = F_{n-1}(f_n(z)), f_n \to f\) [Gil90]. G
[Ada95, Lev90b, Lev94]. G\(^2\) [FK96, PTP99].
Abel [Abd90, AE91, BCRV91, Cap90].


accelerating [Kor94b, Sad90, Thu99].

Acceleration [Ben94b, Osa91, Pre94, Ver97, Bel90a, BR92a, BMP96, EH98, Fdi99, GB90a, Gra96, Kza95, Le 95, LB99, LG95, Lii95, Nie95, Osa96, Sed90, SG94, Zha98].

accelerations [CF93]. accuracy [DSH95, GSSV92, LJQ95, Mig95, MJ96, Moh98, Sto97, Ts96, XZ98, vN93].

Accurate [Lau99, Moo95, Sim98, SS97a, Sun96].

Acknowledgement [Cam91].

Acknowledgment [Rad97].

Acoustic [WRW92, CM92, Ke93, MET94].

acoustics [DOAG91, SB96]. across [vdHSvdV95]. actualization [BCP99]. Adams
block-tridiagonal [Yun98]. blow
[BCG98, DKKV98, HMV98, Lac98, MS98b]. blow-up
[BCG98, DKKV98, HMV98, Lac98, MS98b]. Blowup [BB98a]. Board
[Ano97s, Ano92e, Ano92i, Ano94q, Ano94u, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano91, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano91o, Ano92d, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano93a, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano93q, Ano93r, Ano94p, Ano94q, Ano94r, Ano94s, Ano94t, Ano94v, Ano95j, Ano95k, Ano95l, Ano95m, Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano96n, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96s, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano96w, Ano96x, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano97-27, Ano97-28, Ano98-27, Ano98-28, Ano98-29, Ano98-30, Ano98-31, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano99p]. Bochner [GH96]. bodies [Mar97, Sch94b]. body [Gre93, Kr95, Mey94, Spu99]. Bogdanov [JP91]. Boltzmann
[BGKN*90, Ba99, CL97, Gr99, TK98]. bombardment [BBD*96]. Bonn [Ano91r, Ano93u]. Book
[Ano93k, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bu90a, Bu90b, Bu91, Bu94a, Bu94b, Bu94c, Bu96a, Bu96b, Bu96c, Die94a, Eme94a, Eme94d, Eme94e, Eme94f, Eme94g, Kra96, Lev90a, Lev91, Mee96, Pie96, Roo90b, Uyt96, Van91b, VR91, Ver94b, Ver96]. Boolean [Giz94]. Boor [Die94a]. bordered [Gov94]. Boston [Bu96a, Bu96b, Bu96c]. bottom [eMM97a]. bound [CG99, DRW95, LS98, RS94]. boundaries [DD95, PP99a, RF99b, RF99a, Ren97b]. Boundary
[Ano93b, Ano93j, CG94, DLR92, EK94, Ira94, Jd90, Li99c, LC99a, LN96, MR92a, Wa91, eMB91, ADG99, AKM97, AO98, AGW91, AM96, AM97, AB97b, AAP98, ADT96, ADT97, Anh99, Bab99, BZ93, BV99, BR98, BC99, BS93b, BF93, BT96, CL99, CS93b, Che97a, Chr90, CH94a, CS96b, Chr98, CLM95, DD95, Deh99, DOAG91, DTB93, Dos95, DT96, Dub96, EGB93, ES97, Eloc98, Ern96, Fea91, FZ93, FZW99, GL90b, Gre93, GL98, HB92a, HY98, HKW99, IO91, JK98a, Jd91a, Jon93, Jd99, KS96a, LW96a, LST94, Lim94, LG95, LC99b, LT93, LOH92, LR93, Lin97, Lin99, LP98, Lov95, MS98a, MW90b, MVMF96, MET94, Moh97, MS99b, OF96, Ozi91b, Pao98, Pen99, PACH90, Plu95, QS99, QA97, RP96, Roo90a, Ruo94, SJAM98, Say97, SH96, SA97, Shu96, ST97]. boundary [Sin92, SIC92, Ste99, Ste95, SS97d, Sin96, Tak92, TB97, TM92, Usm92, VVD94, VVD92, Voe95, WA98, Wri93]. boundary-layer [eMB91]. boundary-value [Anh99, DTo93, El98, Gre93, LC99b, Roo90a, ST97, Sin92, TM92, VVD92]. bounded [GH97b, Lan99a, LS99, TG93]. Boundedness
C-differentiable [PZ98].
cabling [CHM94].
Calculating [Fra99, ZL96], calculation [vdFvGdRdV95].
calculations [CP96, Cha95, Ols99, RL99].
Calculus [Lev91, Ano97b, BC98b, FS96a].
Cambridge [Ano98r, Eme94b].
canonical [KM94b, OS94, Lan95].
cantilever [ESEHEK93].
cap [BR98].
capturing [IB99, Yan95].
Caratheodory [Pan94].
Carlitz [Val95].
Carlo [Ano96-29, Ano97-42, DT93, DDG98].
cartesian [Cha95].
cascade [BM95b].
case [Alv99, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, BDMGVO97b, Cuy99, Dib98, GP97, GRZA97, LW96b, Nak91, Ned94, ND95, Pan97, TG93, VB90b, VZ94].
cases [BY99, KK97].
catalytic [BN92].
catastrophe [SV92a].
category [LM94c].
Cauchy [Ber92b, BK99b, CR97, CL93, Cri97, DS90, DS91, DL96, DPS98, DMGVO99, Die94b, Die95, Die96, Die97, HB92a, JL97, KL98, LS99, Mac99, Mas99, Mull96, Ols90, San96].
Cauchy-type [Ber92b], cavitation [BCV98].
Cayley [DLP98, GMBW96].
choice [DRW95, Ish99, Lah92, Lah96, SC95a].
choose [BB98b].
Christoel [Bre90b].
Christoffel [Bru94].
Ciarlet [Bul90b].
circle [ACM98, BC98a, BC99, BT92a, BHGV94, BGVHN97, CM95, CS96a, CS97a, Gra93, Li99a, MG91, Mig95, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan95a, Pan96a, Pan96b, SL99, VB94].
circuit [DP97, GH97a].
circuits [SD98, SZ97].
Cl [Kol95a].
Class [BB93, Arg98, Baf98, BEC99, BZ93, Bru94, Cn99, C97a, C97b, CM96c, EGB93, Fit91, FHR98, FM98b, HN90, HZL94, IS93, IS95, IY95, IY97, JN91, JNC99, LT93, MS98a, Mcc93, Mi97a, Moh97, Moh98, Moh90, Nie94, QA97, RQZ99, Sch97, Sch94f, Smi91, SV92b, SLK91, SLK92, Sm96, VDV90, YK96, YMW98, Zha92, dO90].
Classes [Kol95a].
change-of-variance [GR95].
channel [Xia96].
channels [LLM91].
chaos [DM99].
Chaotic [BE98, Bai97, Ber99, VJ96].
characteristic [Ll98, SS96, Yan92].
Characteristics [BCV98].
Characterization [Bar99b, Cop94, Han92, PS95b, Dam98, De 91b, KYY97].
characterizations [KKZN97].
characters [CS95b].
charge [Ama94].
Charles [Eme94e].
Charlier [BB98c, LRV96, Let99, Zen95].
Chawla [Men91].
Chebychev [Ren97b].
Chebyshev [Bav95b, CB92, CB95, CPK96, EK96, Elhn97, ES92, HT94, HLCW93, HN98, Kj99, Kol95a, Kui95a, Kui95c, Kui95b, Lap93, Mak92, Mas93, ME93, Mc93, Not97, Not98, Pas91, RV94, SV95a, SS97a].
Chebyshev-type [Kui95c, Kui95b, RV94].
chemical [BV99].
Chenes [Ano94k, Ano94m, Eme94a, Eme94e].
Cherenkov [Bah96].
Cherney [Bre90b, Det95, FZ93, Van93a].
Ciarlet [Bul90b].
classes [JMT94, MR96, Swa96, Swa97, Syd99].
cells [DJR91].
cellular [Me91, RZ99].
centered [LR92a].
Central [Bla95, GR92a].
centre [LP92].
certain [Aco97c, AN98, And90, Arg98, AL97b, BBM96, BGM94, Bav95b, Bav98b, Ben97, CS97b, CH94a, DPS98, De 91a, DMGVO99, Dzi99, Ehr98, GVGPSL93, Gr98, HKL96, IRZ96, Koe93, Kol94a, Kol94b, Lo94a, Mill97b, MM98, Moo95, Nik96, Rn94, SH96, St92, SS97d].
CG [Ch92].
CG-like [Ch92].
CGS [Krz96].
CGSTAB [CF93].
Chain [Ano97m, vD95].
Chain-scattering [Ano97m].
chain-sequence [vD95].
chains [Lin98, Mai93, TG91].
Champaign [Pie96].
change [Gr95].
Car96, CK92, CH96c, EK98, Eme94c, EH98, GBP97, Hem96, HS97, LW91, LR96c, Mie91, MZ95, Mor92, Pet99b, PB92, TA95, WGGK99, Xia96, Zha96b, Ano91-32. Computational [Ano90m, Ano91g, Ano91-27, Ano93v, Ano93-27, Ano97n, ABD+96b, FM98b, GY95, HT99, PCC95, RW99, Ush91, VR91, Ano90o, Ano90n, Ano91-28, Ano91-29, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano94-28, Ano95, Ano95-27, Ano96-30, Ano96-31, Ano96-32, Ano97-32, Ano97-43, Ano97-44, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, ADT92, BT92b, DSH95, Eme94b, FT96, MOT91, NW94, SS99a, TG91].

computation [BKF+96, Bul94c, ER96, VDM96, YM99].

Computations [BKF+96, Bul94c, ER96, VDM96, YM99].

Computing [Ano91i, Ano91-32, Ano93m, Ano93-30, Ano97-42, Ano97-43, Ano97-45, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, ADT92, BT92b, DSH95, Eme94b, FT96, MOT91, NW94, SS99a, TG91].

Computer [Ano90k, Ano91l, Ano91-32, Ano93m, Ano93-30, Ano97-48, Ano97-51, Bul94c, GJ95, Gen90, Van91b, DT93, KNST91, Kor96, Sch97, Set92].

computerized [Rat94].

Computers [Bul90a, FMT91, Hei95b, KC92].

Computing [Ano94], Ano97-47, Ano97-51, Ano97-52, CZ93, IKF91, Kob95, LP92, MB93, S99a, AKM97, Ano91-30, Ano93i, Ano97-42, Ari95, Bec92, BMX97, Bul90a, Ehr94, Hai92, Let96, LMJ93, LJQ95, MK96, PRS90, PS94, PP99a, PM92, Ren96, Smi96, TM92, VVD92, Wit95].

concave [BS93a].

Concentrate [BS93a].

concentration [BEM97a, BEM97b, BEM98].

concentrically [AK91].

concept [Cuy99, ZYCL97].

Concepts [Ano96-29, Eme94d].

Concerning [Arg97].

Concurrent [Ano93l].

Condition [AL97b, Bat98, BCP99, CH94a, CL98, Deh99, MB92, MdcV99, Nie95, Sen99, Wei96].

Conditional [EH90, LSS99].

conditionally [IP99].

conditioned [NS91, Sha93].

conditioning [CS96b, FS91, MP95].

conditions [AM97, Arg98, BS93b, DV99, DD95, Dub96, EH97b, EHS98, FFRV92, GL98, HB92a, KKS96a, Kla94, LOH92, Liu99, LP92, Pao98, RP96, Ste95, SBK98, Sun96, Tak92, Tre92b].

conduction [GL98, HZ95].

conductivity [BP97b, HS92c, XK92].

conductor [Wic90].

cone [Pro94].

Conference [Ano91p, Ano91q, Ano91t, Ano91-34, Ano91-35, Ano93i, Ano93v, Ano93s, Ano93-28, Ano93-30, Ano97-30, Ano97-47, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano93j, Ano93k, Ano95x, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano93b, Ano96l, Ano97r].

Conferences [Ano94n, Ano94o, Ano96m, Ano97p, Ano90a, Ano94a].

confluent [AS97, AS99, NPB92].

conformal [Ama94, Cha95, DP93a, DE93, DEP97, FPS99, FZ93, Fra99, HLCW93, How93, PS93a, PS94, RN97, Weg90b, Weg96].

conforming [KP90, Kar94, Mon94b].

Congress [Ano93a, Ano97a, Ano97q, Ano94y, Ano96-27, Ano91u, Ano97q].

congruences [Rad91].

congruential [DEHG92, EHT90, EHG90, EHN91, EH92a, EH92b, EH94, EH95, EH97a, Emm97b, Weg98].

Conic [KW99].

Conjecture [dBS99, Sta97].

Conjugate [ACGW91, CL95, Hem92, LP97, BDF96, ESS99, FSV96, Fukushima, HY98, LGT90, SS90, YI96].

connected [Ama94, DE97, Weg96, Mar93b].

Connection [GRZA98a, Aco97c, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, ADMFS98, Gil99b, GRZA97, Lew96a, Lew98, RZG95b].

connections [SL97].

Conquer [EFL97, FB90].

Conservation [Le99, SdO99].

Conservative [AT99, DG93, PdA99].

Conserving [OP94].

Considerations [Die93].

Consistency [WB94].

Consistent [AM97].

Consistently [HN90].

Constant [PCV99, Ber93a, Ek91, ESS99, LM90].

Constants [Ehr96b, Hwa96].

Const [AU96, AY94, Ehr97, EK98, KT93, Lit92, Sch96a, Wol94, ZP95].

Constraint [Moh95].

Constraints [B96, C94, FPR92, FT96, RW97, SFI95].

Constructing [HX99, SFW99, ZC99, Ozi92, ST91, ZZ91, Zhe99].

Construction
constructions [FM98b]. constructive [Bab98, Faz94, Ide93, NYW98, Sid90].
constructively [Nec94]. contact [BG95, BK95a, BR92b, GK95, Ned94, ND95, Ned97b, Wei96]. contact-two-phase [ND95]. containing [De 91a, KS96a, Løp98].
contaminant [ABD +96b]. contamination [GR95]. Contiguous [GM95, GIM96, Bus99]. continua [Plu95]. Continuation [VR91, ACGW91, CLW95, Gov94, MM91, VJ96, WM92]. Continued [Hov90, MCM99, AP92a, BCH +99, BF94b, CJT90, Gil96, Gil99a, Gil99b, GM95, Kal95a, Kuc99, Lan99a, Lev90b, Lev94, LB99, Lor92, Lor95, MM90, Mat90, Rob99, Sha97a, SG94, Thr90, Thr99, VV95, Waa91, Zen95].
continuity [BEM98, DP95, WB94].
contractive [BP91]. contractivity [dO90]. contrast [BP97b, RTK95, SF92a]. Control [Ano97r, SW95a, AP94, Ano97n, Bel90a, BV290, DGH95, Ehr96a, Ehn97, EM98b, HLS94, KSFAH98, KKN97, Lit92, Lit95, Lov95, Maur98, SJAM98, Thr90, TRBS99, VS90, WB94, YY98]. controlled [RE94].
convection [AM95, Bre90a, Epp91, GS97, Lin99, Pen99, Sty95, Swa97, Yan92].
convection-dominated [Yan92].
Convective [CSS93, eMB91, GMdLS99].
Convergence [AD97, BT96, BGVHN95a, BDMGVO97a, Cha96, CFR96, CRV97, DPS98, DDL93, FD93, Fie90, GG97a, GB90a, GV90a, HN90, Han94, HD93, HRGL98, Hyv97, KNO97, Kza95, Lan99a, Leő99, LG95, Pan96a, Sed90, Voe95, Xu99, ZM97, dS97a, Arg91, Arg92a, Arg97, Arg98, AH95, AFK93, Bai97, BGM95, Bau97, Bat98, Bel90a, Ben94a, Ben94b, BR92a, BGVHN97, BL93, BC94, Cap90, Che97b, CS97c, CLM95, Cuy90, Cuy92, CDLD96, Cve99, DS91, Die94b, DP94a, DP94b, ES97, EH91, EH97b, EHS98, Fer97, Gau92, Gra96, GMS91, Gut97, HN95, HNT96, HS94a, HMT90, Hom96, HK94, IY97, Jód90, JK95a, KV95, Le 95, LB99, LL98b, Lin98, Lor93, Lor95, LM93b, MN91, Mas92c, Miy92, Osa96, Os9a, Pan93c, Pan94, Pan96b, PK97, PH98].
convergence [Rob96, Ruo94, Sch94c, Sch94d, SG94, Sid99, Son97, Sta97, SBK98, SV92c, SA94, Thu99, Tok96a, Tse95, Waa91, Wan94, Yan96, Zha92, vdVV93].
convergent [Cop94, Roo90a, Thr90, Tre99]. converges [Sto95]. converging [SdO99].
Convex [LR92b, BC91, EH98, Ji997, Lan99a, Pro94, Sch94c, Sch94d, TRBS99, Ver94b, Weg93b, WD94].
convex-cone-valued [Pro94]. Convexity [Ano97o, BT92a, CGEP96, GR92b, KW99, Pon98a, Sch94e].
CONVODE [Mou93].
Convolution [VV94, Ber92a, FB96, Kan98, Mal90, Rat94, Ros95b]. convolutions [Str94]. cooling [CSS93]. cooperation [FSW94]. coordinates [HB92b, IG90, MJG98]. Copson [BEL93b].
core [MM99c]. corners [ES96, GL90b].
Cornu [ATBB99]. Corput [Pag92].
Correspondence [Ano99l]. corresponding [BCCM91, CS97a, Mor92].
Corrigendum [Alz98, KO01, Krl11, KR99].
coset [Voi95].

cosmic [Cout99]. Cosnard [Roo90b].
cost [Ano94k, Ano94m, Zha96a]. cost-effective [Zha96a]. Cotes [BDV94, Ehr96a, VDV90].
counting [Kam91].
Coupled
[KT93, BJ99, Han91b, Jo’90, Jód91a, Jód91b, JN91, JN92, JNC99, ML996, ND95, Ned97a, Ned97b, Xia96]. coupling
[CZS96, MVMP96]. Coupon
[BP96a, PKB98]. Courant [Lev91]. cover
[Bul90b]. Cowell [Fra95c, FP97b]. CP
[ID998]. cracks [Alv99]. CRAY [GP93].
credible [BL991]. Criteria
[Aff90, CS97b, XC96]. criterion
[Die96, MR96]. critical
[DEHG92, Dib98, HAMeM96, Hol95]. cross
[FPR92, SW99]. cross-entropy [FPR92].
crosscuts [FPS99]. crude [SB94]. CTAC
[Ano91g]. Cubature [Sto97, BH91, BP97a, CRD94, CR93, CH94b, Coo99, HX99, HR99]. cube
[Spa99, Tic90]. cubic
[BWS99, Hig92, Jun92, LP99, MS93, PTP99, PWT99, SU99, WM96a, WM96b, ZM97]. cubics
[Man96, MW97]. curl
[Mon94b]. curl-conforming
[Mon94b]. Current
[Wim91]. Curriculum [Ano91h], curvature
[FG91, SU99]. Curve
[Böc96, HZ96, McC93, PWT99]. Curved
[KK95, Ber94, Han94b, HBL96, RF99b, RF99a]. Curves
[Ano91f, AK97, CGEP96, ES96, FK96, MW95, PTP99, PWT99, SS94a, Shu96, SS94c, SS99b, Sya99, WM94, YD96, ZC99]. Curvilinear [FPS99]. cusps [Mor92]. cut
[DL94a, DL94b, SWY98]. cutting
[KK996]. cycle
[Axe96, Sh99b]. cycles
[ABM96]. Cyclic
[BBH90, Os97, Che98a, HN95, HNT96, HNT98]. cylinder
[eMB91, Cha97, GR92b, TF91]. cylindrical
[IG90, SLK92, Zha91].

D
[Ano91r, Ano93u, Eme94b, Eme94c, CM96d, DPS98, DV99, DM97a, Dor99a, HK99, Kle99, Lay93, Sak99, VDM96, WF97]. D-3500
[Ano91r]. D-3500
[Ano93u]. D-problems
[Dor99a]. D-transport
[WF97]. d2lri [HR99]. DAE
[BK90, JC95, RH99]. DAEs
[CM97, DP97, GR97]. DAEs. [HGC99]. damped
[GK96b]. Damping [Ext95]. Darboux
[Bre90b]. Dario [Bul94c]. Darrell
[Em94d]. data
[ANS96, ADT95, Bab96, CL93, CM96b, DLR92, F196, Fra99, HNS96, LST96, LR96b, PS99, RS94]. data-dependent
[DL992]. David
[Em94e, Lev90a]. Dawson
[BV95, Val93, Val96]. decaying
[BEM97b, BEM98]. decision
[Zel95]. decision-making
[Zel95]. Decomposing
[VBK91]. Decomposition
[Che98a, ATV98, BF93, Bog97, Bog98, CZ95, DOS95, FP99, FR99, GC97, He95b, KP90, Kin90, KV95, LD91, Lit95, PS94, RV97, Rod99, Sch94f, TK98, Van90a, vdPB96].
decomposition-argument
[Lit95]. decompositions
[Yan95]. decoupled
[Sty96]. decoupling
[Die93, Sin92]. Deducing
[Gro91b]. defect
[Die91, HD93]. defect-correction
[Die91]. Deferred
[VV99]. deficient
[SY98]. defined
[DLR92, Dz99, Li96, SS99b, Sya99]. definite
[Gr93, Nik96, Sha94b, Wen99]. definiteness
[Die96]. Definition
[BGM90]. deflation
[EBP96]. Deflection
[AK91]. Deformable
[Yan99]. deformation
[JSWW95, Ned97b]. degenerate
[Del95]. degenerate-kernel
[Del95]. degree
[BHS+98, Bar99b, FV91, MS98b, ST97]. Dekker
[Ano93k, Bu91]. delay
[BMS98, BS98a, BD90, Bru94, BY96b, Cah90, CS97b, CS97c, Di98, FW99, GS92b, HF95, HJ95, HH97, HC99, HLC99, Li96, Lu91, LR96c, Mas99, Tho90, WB94]. delay-differential
[HHL97, WB94]. delays
[CL98, HC99, MT98]. delta
[TB99]. deltas
[RM95]. démonstration
[Han96]. dense
[LR92b, Mag95b]. Density
[DW94, BGVHN99, Tag98]. Department
[Ano91i, Ano93m, Ano90k]. dependence
[Bl95]. dependent
[AR92a, Bän91, BB95, De 90b, DLR92, KB91, Köh93, Plu95, Rin94, WB94, XM98].
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Formulas [AC90, AKV92, BE91, BM96b, BHGV94, BVHN97, Die97, För95, GMS94, GS91b, Hin92, JK98, Köh93, Lau99, Let96, LSS90, Ste90b, VPR97].

Formulation [ADG99, BCV98, Die91, F99b, HS96, Ros95a, ZS97].

Formulations [GWC96].

Fornberg [DE93].

Fornberg-like [DE93].

Fortran [E94].

Foundation [Ano97-32].

Foundations [Ano94j, RF99b].

Four [IR97, KZ94, ME93, Sab95, Sim90, Sim94, Sim95].

Four-node [KZ94].

Four-step [Sim90, Sim94, Sim95].

Fourier [AD97, Ano96y, ARS96, AVW99, CZ95, DDR93, FG93, GSSV92, MO96a, MS92, OM99, PB92, Sin94, Sto91, VIA96].

Fourier-type [OM99].

Four [ZRG93].
**Fourth-order** [ZRG93]. Fourth
[Ano97-47, FKR98, FRK99, LRV96, MJG98, RBDM90, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, BS94, Cha98a, CAZ98, IP99, Jom93, Lew97b, Ma93, Not97, PT95, SR92, TM92, Us92, VD94, VVVD99b, VVD92]. fourth-order
[Ano97-47, FKR98, LRV96, MJG98, RBDM90, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, CAZ98, IP99, Jom93, Lew97b, Ma93, Not97, PT95, SR92, TM92, Us92, VD94, VVVD99b, VVD92].

**Fowler** [Lim96]. fractal [DE90]. Fractals [Ano91t]. fraction [AP92a, BCH99, Lor95, MM90]. Fractional [Mac99, ZZ96, AVW99, Ba93, Ell95, Sin94].

**Fraction** [Mac99, ZZ96, AVW99, Ba93, Ell95, Sin94].

**Fractions** [BCCM91, BF94b, CGR95, CJT90, Gil96, Gil99a, Gil99b, GM95, Hov90, Ka95a, Kuc99, Lan99a, Lev90b, Lev94, LB99, Li96, Lor92, Lor93, Mat90, MCM99, Rob9b, Sha97a, SG94, Th90, Th99, VV95, Wa91, Zen95].

**fracture** [Ioa90]. fragmentation [Kle99].

**Francis** [Eme94d]. Fréchet [EH98].

**Fréchet-derivative** [EH98]. Fredholm [Abd96a, GL94, Guo95a, LN96, Ts96]. free [eMB91, AKM97, BV99, BC98, BKF96, BS98b, CFT99, D95b, EH97b, Ezz94, Han94b, HAMeM96, HBL96, LST94, Ozi91b, TBF99]. free-boundary [Ozi91b].

**free-convective** [eMB91]. free-surface [Han94b, HAMeM96]. French [Bre90a, Han96]. frequency [JTNW93, Pet99a].

**Freud** [ABM97, Dam98, FHR98, JK98b, LM95, Mat95]. frictionless [BR92].

**Fried** [Eme94c]. frontier [VBR91].

**Froude** [eM91, eM94a].

**Fucik** [Esp99, GHMZ94]. Full [LM95, Lio96].

**Fully** [Doh99, GK96a, Say97, CK92].

**Function** [Ano97n, Bu91, AS97, Aco97b, Ada95, AE90, Alz97, Alz98, AR99, At94, BHS+98, BMS98, BS98a, Boe91, Bus99, CT96, CQRZ97, CES91, Det95, Doh98, Dr95, DT98, Ex97a, Ex97b, Ext99, FGK95, FM96, GR95, GLP98, GSV92, GM90b, Hai92, Hvd94, Hen90b, Jia94, JC98, Köl95a, KS96a, Köl96b, KK97, LW96b, LW91, Lew91, Max95, MW90a, Mi96, MA98, Mi98, NP92, NM92, Pa98, PW92, Pr90, Sch94b, Smi96, Tem92, VV94, Van93c, WGK99].

**function-valued** [GM90b]. function-values [FM96].

**functional** [BKM96, EK94, JS92, KT92, LS96, PP97, PS95b, SC95b]. functional-analytic [JS92].

**functionals** [CGR99, Die96, DE99, Ehr98, MR95a, MP99a].

**Functions** [Ano91y, Ano93a, Ano97-53, AS97, Ada95, Ada98, ACM98, All96, ADT95, Arg92a, AAVB98, BZ93, BS93a, Bar99a, Ber95, BP97a, BI96, BGVHN93, BHVN94, BGVHN95a, BGV99, BDMG99a, BDMG99b, B99, BL93, CGR95, CGV97, C94, C95, CM94, CD94, Dr90, Dz99, Ehr95b, ESS99, EM94b, Ex96, F96, FK97, GR92a, GL90a, GP99, GR92b, GV90b, GM94, GH99, GM96, GH99b, Has97, HRGL98, Hov90, IS90, IK91, IS92, IF91, III98, JB96, JY97, KKZ97, Kam91, KB91, KW90, Kar91, Köl95b, Köl95a, Kuz95, La91, LM93a, Lai96, Le 5, Lev95, Lev97, LS99, Li96, Li99a, LR92a, Lp98, Lu96, Lo96, LS95, Luc95, MM99a, Mac94, Mat95, Mel98, MM99b, Mil97c, MM98, Moe95, Moh90, MP93, MS99b, MCM99].

**fundamental** [Müh90, Mul93, Mu95, NV94, NS94, NW97, Not90, Odl92, OM91, Osa98, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan94, Pan95a, Pan95b, Pan96a, Pan96b, Peh95, PH92, Pfe91, PB92, Pon98a, Pon98b, Pr94, Rah96, Rec90, Ren99, Roo90a, Sac96, SL96, SCH96b, Sid97, Sif98, Sin95, Skr92, Sta93, SLK92, SFB94, Tag98, Th90, Tok96b, Ury94, Van91a, Van93a, VD94, Wen99, WM97, Ya95, ZZ96, Ze90, Zha92, Zha96b, ZM97, Bu96a].

**Fundamental** [Bu94c, Chr98, Kit91].

**Further** [GR92b, Hoc97, Sid99, Tim93, ZL99]. Fuzzy
G [Bul90a, Bul90b, Bul94b, HJ95a].
Galerkin [LLY99, Bar97, BKF+96, Li97, MXZ97, Say97, Shu96, Ven92]. Galloping [CHM94, gamma [Alz97, Alz98, CZ94, CZ95, CTV96, FV96, GFF98, Lop98, MM98, Pal98, PW92].
gaps [II99]. gas [Eme94f, HB90, SR99].
gas-particle [Eme94f].
gaseous [BA98].
gases [AU96, Sch99]. gate [eM91].
gauge [Kal95b].
Gaunt [IX97]. Gauss [Ehr96b, Ext98a, GL90a, GL91, GM97, Hag99, Kza95, Lab08, Let95b, LW95, LMSSD96, Not90, Pet99b, Rad91, Sch96b, Ver97, Zei92].
Gaussian [Die95, Fos97, Fos98, GK96a, GM99, Gra93, GH99b, Hag99, Kza95, Lab08, Let95b, LW95, LMSSD96, Not90, Pet99b, Rad91, Sch96b, Ver97, Zei92].
Gautschi [GLP98].
GB [KS99].
GB-splines [KS99].
GBP [Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r].
GCD [NS91].
GCR [dS96a].
Gegenbauer [BHD93, Ext96, FV95, Leo93, MFMBPC97, ME94, VV94, dMPP98]. Gegenbauer-type [ME94].
Geijn [Ano98r].
Gelfand [Kha96].
General [BP96a, DH95, AR92a, ARS96, BMG99, BJM97, Car90, CH96a, Doh98, GR95, RA97, Sak99, Sch94c, Sch94d, SF92b, SSB98, TRBS99, Zha98].
general-order [Doh98].
generalised [ATBB99, CH96b, CH97, DB99, Dun97, Ehr96a, Ext97b, GR92c, GM90b, Lev90b].
Generalization [LMF99, BM96b, EM94b, OSG+93, Pal98, Sal93, SC95b, Va95].
Generalizations [LRG96, GVGPSL93, SF90].
generalize [GH99].
Generalized [CZ94, DLM99, FK95, FSV96, Fro91, Ioa90, Lew97a, Pan96c, Sch93, Si98, Arg92a, Arg92b, Ber93a, BHS92, BH95, BDKM96, CMR95, CZ95, CTV96, Chu97b, Cuy99, Dam99, EFL97, HN90, HT94, IS93, KK97, KL90, LR94, Lev94, Mat97, Mav95, Mil97a, Mil97c, MM98, Mil98, Ned95b, PZ98, RZG95a, RW98, SL97, Say98, SWY98, Sid90, Sid99, SBF94, ST91, WZ97, Yua96, YIP96, ZE92].
generate [FG92, Roo94]. generated [EHT90, PPP97, QSS99].
Generating [Van93c, Ext96, FV91, GR92a, Kem90b, Ral94, Rah96, Sta90, TRBS99].
Generation [ADH98a, Abr91, ATBB99, CW99, DVMV97, Fos90, HT99, Str95].
generator [AS96, EHGNT90, Zie90]. generators [Aff90, Edd90, EHG90, EH92a, Gen90, Nie90, Rip90, Sez92].
Generic [DM94].
geometrical [Ano93-30, MW97, Ver94b, Ber98, GP97].

generation [ADH98a, Abr91, ATBB99, CW99, DV97, HHT99, TSS99].

generator [AS96, EHGNT90, Zie90].

generate [FG92, Roo94]. generated [EHT90, PPP97, QSS99].
Generating [Van93c, Ext96, FV91, GR92a, Kem90b, Ral94, Rah96, Sta90, TRBS99].
Generation [ADH98a, Abr91, ATBB99, CW99, DVMV97, Fos90, HT99, Str95].
generator [AS96, EHGNT90, Zie90]. generators [Aff90, Edd90, EHG90, EH92a, Gen90, Nie90, Rip90, Sez92].
Generic [DM94].
geometrical [ER96, Sch94c, Sch94d].
geometries [Cha95, Epp92, VIA96].

Geometry
[Ano97-33, LLY99, Mar91b, PP93, Roo90a, Yam96, AL97a, BY96a, Moh90, NR90, Rum95, SFW99, Tre92b, Wol94, Zha92].

GMRES
[CF93, EBP96, SG96, Vui95, vG95, vdVV93].

GMRES-like [Vui95].

Gohberg [Bul96a, Bul96b].
good [Joe96, Lan99b].

Gordan [ANYD98].

Gordan-type [ANYD98].

Gordon [EIM91, KL90]. grade [Ar95, SB99].

gradient [ACG95, CL95, FSV96, Fuk90, Heu92, KvdB92, LLP97, NKS98, PP96a, Saa92, SS90, YI96].

gradient-type [Hen92].
gradients [BMP96].

Gradshteyn [BM99].

Graf [Koe96].

Graham [VR91].

Gram [Stu95].

Graphical [FZ96, Sas97].

graphics [Pie96, Sch97].

graphs [FV91, LR92b].

Gravitational [Wam99].

gravity [eM91, eMM97a, Ned95a].

gravity-aected [eM91].

Gras [A901s].

greatest [MKK96].

Green [SV92b].

Gregory [BWS99, BDV94, CH97, SS91a].

Gregory-type [BDV94].

GREP [Sid99].

Grid [Seg95, Abr91, ADT95, Cou99,
Ano92c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94z, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95n, Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano95x, Ano95y, Ano95z, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano96l, Ano96m, Ano96n, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano96w, Ano96x, Ano96y, Ano96z, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano97q, Ano97r, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano98n, Ano98o, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano98t, Ano98u, Ano98v, Ano98w, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, AP92b, BK90, CNS97, Ked93, LMM94, Lop90, Ren97a, RS99, YM99].

index
[Ano98-35, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, AP92b, BK90, CNS97, Ked93, LMM94, Lop90, Ren97a, RS99, YM99].


index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-
index-2

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-
index-2

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].

index-reduction [LMM94]. indicators [Mon98, PP96b]. indices [FZ96].
Isospectral [ZV95]. Isotropic [JSWW95]. Iterated [BY96a, Cha98b, GiZ94, KNP97, Som93]. 
Iterates [GG97a, GM93]. Iteration [AH95, Axe91, AL98, CR96, CP93, Dub98, Dub97, Fea91, Hyv97, KKNZ97, Osa98, Ph99, VS90, Zhe93, hC94b, vdHSvdV95]. 
Isotherm [Woo91]. 
Kern [AH95, Axe91, AL98, CR96, CP93, Dub98, Dub97, Fea91, Hyv97, KKNZ97, Osa98, Ph99, VS90, Zhe93, hC94b, vdHSvdV95]. 
Kernels [CS96a, Alp95, ARS96, BGVH95b, DDR93]. 
Kerner [Bog97, CLR97, EIM91, GK97, LC99b, Lit92, RK90, Weg93a, Arg89, BE98, BKM96, BBD+96, Bec94, Bru96, BC94, CR98, Chr92, CNS97, DGD98, Eie90, Fro91, Gem96, GPMR96, GC97, GH97b, HS92a, JB99, Jib99, Jin96b, KNO96, KNO97, Mee96, Msdv97, Mib92, N93, P92, Ph92, STS91, Sch90, Sch94e, Sch94d, Son99, Sta93, SBK98, Tse95, WS97, Weg90a, Weg90b, Wei96, Y96, Zha92, Mes96b]. 
K-queues [HJ95a]. Kac [CL97, Kor96]. Kadomtsev [FM98a]. Kakutani [Pag92]. 
\text{28

[Bel93a, BG98, Che98a, CIM94, ELW95,
Ext98c, FHR98, GS91a, GH999, Haj95,
KS96a, Let93, LS98, MPP96, MMP97,
MP99a, Sif98, SS96a, WK98, Zen95].
\text{Laminar } [eMB91, Eme94c].
\text{Lamination } [VDM96].
\text{Lanczos } [Bah95, Chr94, DK92,
DK94, KC92, Kzn96, Mus99].
\text{Lanczos-type } [Mus99].
\text{Landau } [Jhu95, LS99, PdA99].
\text{Landau-type } [Jhu95].
\text{Language } [Ano93c].
\text{Laplace } [Iqb95, Iqb97, LB90, SS91a, Tag98].
\text{Laplacian } [Esp99, GMdLSG99, Med98a].
\text{Large } [dDGZ99, eM94a, BFG96, BEC99,
BK95b, Bou90, Cou99, DNN92, DHP94,
FFH97, HS97, KL99, KKS96b, Lit95, MS99a, NPB92, Rum95,
SV95a, SSF95, Zha96b, Zin99].
\text{Large-scale } [dDGZ99, BFG96, Cou99, KKS96b, Lit95].
\text{larger } [Mat95].
\text{Larkeld } [Ano94l, Eme94f].
\text{laser } [PCC95].
\text{lateral } [Els99].
\text{Lattice } [KN90, Lan99b, EHGNT90, Joe90, Kal95b,
Lan95, Lew98, Mag95b, NS94, RJ99].
\text{launcher } [De 99].
\text{Laurent } [BHJ99, CJT90, Hag99, Hen90a, Hen90b, JNJ99, Zhe98].
\text{Laurent-polynomials } [CJT90].
\text{Law } [Bul90a, Ezz94].
\text{laws } [Leo99, Lin98, SdO99].
\text{layer } [eMB91, Ham99].
\text{layered } [Pro95].
\text{layers } [Bab99, MET94].
\text{Least } [BP96b, BM93b, YL97, FFH97, JS97b,
Mon96b, PP96a, SF91, SS99, Sc94, VB94,
Van90, Yua96, YI99].
\text{least-gradient } [PP96a].
\text{Least-squares } [BP96b, BM93b, YL97, Mon96b, SS99, Sc94, VB94].
\text{Lebedev } [Ehr95a].
\text{Lebesgue } [BC98a, Hwa96, Mat95, SC95b].
\text{leg } [HLFC99].
\text{Legendre } [EK98, Fun92, Let95b, LW95, LMSSD96,
MO96a, OSG+93, Pet99b, Sch93, Ver97].
\text{Legendre-based } [EK98].
\text{Leja } [CR96].
\text{Lemma } [ZV95].
\text{lemmascates } [Yan99].
\text{length } [EHT90, EH92a, Faz92, PP96b].
\text{lensing } [Wam99].
\text{Less } [Bus99].
\text{Letter } [Han91c, New91].
\text{Leuven } [Ano90k].
\text{level } [GP93, KV99, LW96a, Lit95, MJG98, Ols99,
ST99, Zha98].
\text{level-set } [KV99].
\text{levels } [Wit96a, Wit96b, Wit96c].
\text{Levin } [Bru96].
\text{Levinson } [JNS90, Pan93a].
\text{Levitan } [Kha96].
\text{Lévy } [Sch98].
\text{Liapunov } [NL94].
\text{libraries } [Sas97].
\text{Lidstone } [AW95a].
\text{lie } [FM98b, Cas96, HV91].
\text{like } [ANS96, CY94, Chr92, DE93, KV95, LS96, Mey94, Ned97a,
Ned97b, O094, SOMF91, VD91, Vu95].
\text{Limit } [AC95, FRR94, Voi95, Bal93, Bla95,
CK91, GR92a, Gil90, GRZA98b, LM94c,
SG94, Thr99].
\text{limit-periodic } [Bal93].
\text{limits } [RZAG98].
\text{Lindelöf } [Hv97].
\text{line } [Boe91, BG95, BDMGV97a,
BDMGV97b, Die99, Ekh91, JS92, Sin95,
SS97b, YR99].
\text{linéaires } [Bre90a].
\text{Linear } [Ano97-31, Ano97-40, Ano97-49, Bav97,
Ben94a, Fay97, LR93, MJ93, AG98, And92,
Ano98r, BE98, Bal93, BBD+96, BK90,
Bav95b, Bav98a, Bav98b, Ben97, BP91,
Bre97, Bre98, BY96a, Bu94a, Bu96c,
BJM97, CSS93, CR98, Cas96, Cel98, Cho92,
CNS97, DR90, DHP94, De95, DOAG991,
Die93, Die96, DL92, Ehr98, EHG90,
Eme94a, EH91, FT96, Fis91, FM98b, Fud90,
GG97a, GPS92, GR92c, GL94, Han92,
Hug94, IO91, JL92, Jbi99, JNJ92, KL98,
KPP97, Kor94b, KM94b, Li92, LYF95,
Lin99, Liu97, MFI95, MR95a, MP99a, Mas99,
MLD96, Mes96a, Mes96b, MsSvdV97,
MJG98, Mus99, PACH90, Rha92, RBM91,
Rov92, Sch90, Sen99, ST97, Sin92, SS94c,
Son99, SV92b, SR91, TPA95, Tse95,
TM92, Ush91, Was95, WL92, YR99, ZL96].
\text{linear } [ZLQ96, ZL99, vdHM97].
\text{Linearization } [ADMFSR98, ANQR99, Han94a, Lew96b].
\text{linearized } [SIC92, VB94].
\text{linearly } [Eln97, LDV91, RZ99].
\text{lines } [AR92a, KNS97].
\text{linesearch } [SS97c].
\text{Lions } [Bul90b].
\text{Liouville } [Cha98a, DW94, MP92, Pur94, SV92b, VD91, VD94].
\text{Lipschitz } [BDS96, Jia94].
\text{liquid } [Kre95a].
\text{liquid-shell } [Kre95a].
\text{liquidified } [AU96].
\text{List } [Ano91v, Ano91w, Ano91x, Ano93x,
Ano93y, Ano94y, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano95u,
little [Sza93]. Lixing [Eme94f]. loaded
[AK91, BLG91, CHM94]. loads [GJ95].

Lobatto
[GL90a, GL91, Min98, PRT97, Sch96b].
Lobatto-type [Min98]. Local [Ano97-33,
OF96, PS93a, Riv91, BJ93, CMR99, DL96,
DV99, Deh99, GR92a, Kla94, Kob95,
KKZ95, Kos94, SW95a, VIA96, Yan95].

Localization [FS96b]. localizing
[Sza95].
Locally [RT91, SS91b]. locating
[De 93]. Location [Leo98b]. locations
[OO94].
locking [BS98b, Sca95]. locking-free
[BS98k]. locus [FW99]. L"of [Van91b]. log
[CJT90]. log-normal [CJT90]. logarithmic
[Os90, Os96, Pre94, Sab95, Sed90].

logarithms [Kol95b, KS96b]. logic
[Ano94j]. Logistic [Arn92]. Logics
[Ano94i, Eme94f]. London
[Ano94k, Ano94m, Ano98q, Eme94a,
Eme94d, Eme94e]. long [MR96, Slo91].

Longman [Mee96]. Look [VB97, Hoc97].
Look-ahead [VB97, Hoc97]. Lotka [HLS94].
Lotka-type [HLS94]. Loveman [Eme94e].
Low [Syd99, Bar99b, SS92, SDP97, Str95].

low-discrepancy [Str95]. Low-noise
[Syd99]. low-order [SS92]. low-speed
[SDP97]. Lower

[AH95, ma92, CW99, LP98]. L"owner
[V96]. LP [CK91], Ltd

[Ano94i, Eme94d, Eme94f]. lumped
[AKV92]. Lyapunov [BS95].

M [Eme94b, Eme94c, GR95, Kri92, Lev90a,
Roo90b, Van91b, Ver94b, Yun98, HJ95a,
Kri92]. M-estimators [GR95]. M-matrix
[Yun98]. M.I.T

[Ano94k, Ano94m, Eme94a, Eme94e].
M/G/1/K [HJ95a]. M/G/1/K-queues
[HJ95a]. M/M/1 [Kri92]. Macdonald
[RV98]. machine [GB90a, Kra96].
machining [But93, Chr90, Ozi91a].

Maclaurin [Say98, Szy99]. macro [CM96c].
macro-elements [CM96c]. magnetic
[VDM96]. magnetodynamic [Ned95b].
magnetodynamics [Ned95a].
magnetohydrodynamics [Sto99].
magnitude [CDM91, Zha96b]. magnitudes
[NPB92]. Magnus [Mee96]. major [FZ96].
majorizer [HN95]. Making [Vol90, Zel95].
Mangler [loa90]. Mangler-type [loa90].

manifolds [Ver96]. Mannheim [Kra96].
many [FT96, Gro91b]. MAOR
[Cve99, Son97]. map [CLL98]. mapping
[Ano94k, Cha95, DP93a, DE93, DEP97,
FPS99, FZ93, HLCW93, How93, PS93a,
RMN97, Weg90b, Weg96]. mappings
[BGH98, Weg93b]. maps [Jer91]. Marcel
[Ano93k, Bul91, Kan98]. March [Ano93-31].
Marcinkiewicz [EM98a]. Markov
[WK90, Lin98, Ma93, TG91]. Martin
[Van91b]. Martin-L"of [Van91b]. Mary
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[Ano91p, AR92a, BM96a, Bak99, BCG98, Car93, CL98, DH94, DKKV98, Epp91, HLS94, KSFH98, LC98, LST94, LT93, MJ96, Moh98, MV92, Nak91, NW94, PP97, Sch90, Seg95, ST99, SSV98, Sty96, Sun96, Swa96, XC96]. Parallel
[AM96, AB97b, Ano91-30, Ano93z, Ano96-33, Ano97-47, Ano98r, BVZ90, DHP94, GP93, GN96, HS97, HL95, MdSvdV97, Som93, VS90, Wri93, hC94b, vdHSvdV95, vdHdS96, vdhHM97, vdhHM99, Anh99, AD92b, Ba97, Bai98, CGR95, Cha96, CRvdHV93, DBFV96, Ed90, Ern96, FFK97, FG97, FS95, FR99, GC97, Hein95b, JW91, KNST91, KC92, Mar91b, Mon96b, Sha94b, ST99, SF95, Vec96, VM99, YK96, ZP95, dDGZ99, hC94a, Ano94l, Roo90b]. Parallel-iterated [Som93]. parallelepiped [Moh95]. parallelism [Gea91]. parallelizable [JB99]. parameter [Ehr96a, Koh93, Phu95]. parameter-dependent [Koh93, Phu95]. parameterization [Eh97]. parameters [Ano96-34, Ish99, Koh95, Lah92, Not93, RA96, RA97]. parametric [CM96b, Fis91, HZ96, Man96, SF99, Zha91, ZC99]. parametrically [ESEHEK93]. parametrized [TB97]. Part
[Mas92b, Sch94c, Sch94d, BR92a, Bu90b, Co99, Cri97, El95, JN92, LU96, Mas92a, MO96b, Ors97, BGVO95, BDMGV97b, Nak91, TD97, TE97]. Partial
[Cha97, TF91, TOCH99, Tre91]. patched [Roo90a]. patches [LS96]. Patchwork [Kem90a]. Path
[Li97, ZF98, Li99c, LC99a]. pencil [MKK96]. pencils [Par91, ma92]. Pepper [Eme94d]. Performance [Ano97-36, FMT91]. CP96, DT93, Emer94e, MKK96, hC93]. period [EH90, EH92a, JV96]. Periodic
[IS95b, Arg91, Dei95, GMDL99, Wn90]. Perturbations
[Mai93, CDM91, ER96, KBÖ97, MW90b, ND95, PRS90, PT96, Sim92, Sim94, XZ98]. phase-errors [PT96]. phase-fitted [Sim94]. phase-lag [Sim92, XZ98]. Phase-type
[Mai93]. phases [VV98]. phenomena 
[BТСС99, HS96, Yαn95, Ano91q].
phenomenon [GSSV92, Par92, ZМ97].
Phillips [Rha92]. physical [Böc96].
physics [BТСС99, LSZ96].
Picard [Hyv97, Ozi92]. Piecewise [Iл98, AW95a, 
DLR92, HМ96, Hι92, SS94c, YD96].
Piecewise-Lidstone [AW95а]. pinched [Zha91].
placement [CSS93]. planar 
[eМ91, MW95, MW99b, RF99б, RF99α, 
SS94c, WM96a, WM96б]. Planck [PдА99].
plane [ADG99, Alv99, CH96c, Ehr94, 
FT98, GM93, HИ92а, Han91д, JK98a, 
Mah92, Мc93, Pon98б, TRBS99].
plane-oriented [Mah92]. planning 
[TPА95]. PLAPACK [Ano98р]. plasma 
[Syd99]. plastic [CZ96, GК95, Нед97α].
plasticity [Нед97б]. plate 
[Ad94, ADH98а, AK91, BГ95, Ber94, 
ICh97б, Dor99б, Rab96]. plates 
[Boc95, KЗ94, Сca95, Wes90]. plots 
[EHК+95, FW99, Weg98]. plotting 
[Hig92]. plus [Sca95]. Pochhammer [ANQR99].
POCS [SAФV96]. Poincaré [Bе99]. point 
[Aри95, ASW97, БИ93, BGV95, 
BDMГV97а, BDMГV97б, C93б, 
Che98б, DF95, DМГV99, EГБ93, 
Emе94α, Fay97, GС97α, GV99α, GV994, 
G96, HИ92α, HS92с, JS91, Jer91, Jon93, 
Lin97, ММ99а, MW99β, O994, Pa94, 
Pry94, QS99, QA97, Sab95, SH96, SA97, 
Sim92, Tok96а, Tok96б, VVD92, Wie90].
point- [GN96]. point-like [O994]. points 
[CR96, Ф999, FW99, GL90а, GL91, How90, 
JP91, Lev99, LR96с, Mag95β, Mor92, RS99, 
SX99, Sta93, SLК91, Sty92, Ти90, Waz91].
pointwise [B293, Hug94]. poised [MN96].
Poisson [BEL92, GR92д, IG90, Kem90б, 
LOH92, ОО94, PCV99, SS97α, Y998]. polar 
[MJ998]. poles [Alv99, Ber97, Has97, 
Kza95, LИ99а, Мι990, Pan95б, Sta98].
Pollaczek [CI97, Dam99, Wim90].
pollution [LV99, ОF96]. poly [BBD+96].
poly-iterative [BBD+96]. Pólya [MH94].
polygamma [К969β, Lό98, Аda98].
polygon [CL91]. polygonal 
[DM97a, Han94б]. polygons [How93].
polyhedra [DL94а, DL94б]. polyhedral 
[LN95]. Polynomial 
[Ano91-36, De 90а, AS99, AP98а, ALR96, 
ACM98, ÁNGM95, ÁN98, AGR93, 
Ano97-31, ABМ79, Apt98, AGRZ97, 
AGRΖ89, ADMFS98, AANMP98, Ban99, 
BHD93, Bav95α, Bav95b, Bav97, Bav98α, 
Bav98с, BK99а, Be90β, Bel93а, Be95, BC99, 
BM93а, БHЈ99, BG98, BM93b, BEL93б, 
BI92, But92а, C97а, C95, Che98а, 
CIM94, CI97, CSvD98, CJT90, CMD91, 
DLMT99, De 93, DJ98, DЗY+94, Deh94, 
DG93, DP94а, DP94б, DP95, Don96, DM90, 
DE97, DT98, Ehr95β, Ehr98, E982, EЕκL93, 
ELW93, Ex96, FАD99, FG92, FВ95, Flο96, 
Fό93, FKR98, FHR98, FРK99, Fre92, FG93, 
GS91а, GМS95, GL99, GRЗА97, GRЗА98β, 
GR92е, GS99, Гro91б, Гrü98, GHH99, 
GIM96, HKL96, HS94а, He94, Hen90а, 
Hen90б, HS97, HV91,HN98, И93, IS95б].
polynomials 
[IY95, IS98, JR93, JNS90, JTNW93, JN99, 
JK97, Kα95α, KР96, КМ96, KW90, Kvd95, 
KKL97, Koe93, KS98, Kόλ94а, KS96а, 
KS96б, Kυ95б, KР98, KΨY97, 
Lαn98, Lap93, Le 93, leo98а, Leo98б, Let93, 
Let95α, LRV96, Let99, LL98α, LS98, Ler93, 
Lew95, Lew96α, Lew96β, Lew97b, Lew98, 
Lin98, LM93, LМ95, Mag95α, Mag95б, 
MD90, MG91, MB93, MS93, MAR93α, 

[102x646]
MPPP95, MPP96, MMPP97, MMFMB97, Mar93b, MFBPC97, MF98, Mas93, MO96a, McN93, McN97, McN99, Me93, MP99b, Mig95, Mij93, MR94, MKK96, MRMF99, Mu93, OS+93, Pan93a, Pan93b, Pan97, PGS91, Peh92, Peh93, PS95b, PS95a, Peh95, PP93, Rad91, Raf94, Rah96, Ran96, Ren96, RBDM90, RZG95a, RZG95b, RM95b, RGZA98, Rös95b. **Polynomials** [RV98, Sab93, SRD98, SV95a, SS94b, Sch93, Sch98, SS96a, SV96, Skr92, Sla93, Sza93, Sza95, Tot98, Tri93, Val93, Val95, VV95, Val96, Van91a, VS93, Voi93, Wen97, Wim90, WK98, WZ97, dCYL98, ZDR90, ZRG93, Zen95, Zhe97, Zhe98, Zhe99, Zin97, dR99, dMPP98, vD95, Ano93w].

probability [CM95, LJQ95, Tag98, Ury94].

Problem [BP96a, A.94, Abd98, ADH98b, AH98, ÁNQR99, AAP98, ADT96, ADT97, Anh99, AD92b, BPV93, BK95a, BV99, BCU98, BF94a, Bec90, BM98, Boe91, Bog97, Bog98, BHJ99, BGVHN99, But92b, BR92b, BELN92, Che94, Che97a, ICHh97a, CL91, Chr98, CLM95, CM92, CM96a, DS99, DDG98, DKKV98, DRW95, EFL97, Em96, FKM97, Fun92, GW96, GGF99, Gre93, GB90b, Hal92, Hv94, HB99, HS92c, Hem96, HSW91, Ish91, Kal95a, Ked93, KSF99h, Kre95a, KZ92, Kr95, KB97, LR94, Lau91, LST94, Le99, LS99, LC99b, Lin99, MRT95, Mey94, Moh95, Môn66a, ND95, Ned95b, Ned97a, Ned97b, Nja95, Nja98, OO94, Ozi91a, Ozi91b, PP91, PKB98, Pas91, Pen99, Q959, RIG98, R909a, RS90, SF91, Sca94, Sch94b, Sc94a, SF92b, Sim96, SIC92, SR99, SS97].

problem [TD97, TE97, TP95, TG93, Tse95, Ush91, Usm92, VB90a, VB90b, VVD94, Ven96, Wan97, Was95, WD99, Wes90, YL97, YY98].

Problems [Ano97-39, Ask93, GMR97, AP94, AO98, AP98b, ACGW91, AR96, AKV92, Ano96-34, ABD+96b, AK93, BAG+96, BFG96, Bai98, BE98, BG95, BGH98, BR98, BL97, Ben97, Ber95, Ber98, Ber94, BS93b, BF93, BP97b, BGVHN93, BS94, CNP99, CL91, CFMR96, CG94, Car96, C9306, CS93a, CS93b, CZ90, Cha98a, Cha99, CAZ98, Che98b, ICHh97b, CLW95, CF93, CK92, Chr90, CG97, DH94, Dar98, DV96, DB99, DV99, DOAG91, DM97a, DTB93, Dor99a, Dos95, DGH95, EGB93, Ehn97, EK98, Elo98, EH91, EK94, FT96, Fas95, FF97, Fea91, FFRV92, Fra95a, FG97, FN98, FP99, GM90a, GK95, GBP97, GK97, GR98a, Gro91b, HB92a, Han94a, HZ95, HR94, HY98, Hug94, Ira94, JSWW95, Jöd90, Jon93, KNST91, Kar94, KNN96, KT97a, KvdB92, KKS96b, LW96a].

problems [LV99, Lar94, Lay93, LDV91, LM97, Li97, LLY99, Lim94, LG95, LT93, LWF95, Lit92, Lit95, Lin97, LN96, LP98, Lov95, LN95, LN99, Liu98, MF95, MP95, MBP93, MP92, Mar93b, Mas99, Mat98, MS99a, MR92a, MM91, Moh97, Moo95, Nak91, NW94, Ned94, OF96, PF97, Pan95c, PACH90, Phu95, Py94, QA97, Ram99, Rec94, Ren97a, RS99, RW97, Ros95a, Rum95, Sa96, SÁF96, SYY98, Sch94c, Sch94d, SH96, SWW96, SA97, ST97, SS92, Sim92, Sim94, SDS94, Sin92, ST99, Sp96, SS95, Ste99, St95, SFI95, Swa96, Tak92, Ten95, TB97, TM92, Van93b, VB91, VVD92, Voe95, Weg90a, Weg93, Weg93b, Wei97, Wei96, Win91, WA98, Wir93, Yan92, Yua96, YL96, ZV95, ZL96, ZL99, ZP95, hC94a, hC94b, vdHSvdV95, Ano91p, YVY99b].

procedure [FT96, Le98b, M959, TK98, Zha94].

procedures [Arg98, BTCC99, BS93b, Hem90b, KKS96b].

process [Bel90a, BGF97, Dub98, Gra93, Hyv97, Sid99, Val93].

processed [Sha94b].

processes [Arn92, Bec94, BV95, Gra96, SV92c, Val96, Wat97].

Processing [Ano93z, Uyt96, Ano91f, Uyt96].

processor [FG97].

processors [Ed90, SOM91].

produced [Nie90].

Product [BR92a, JM96, LL99a, SL99, Spa99, All96, Bar97, Bav95a, BM98, BP97a, BP96b, CH94b, DS90, DS91, De93, HT91, Jit97, RS92, SL98, Wit95].

production [Lis95, TPA95].

products [ANYD98, FF97, GMS94, KM96, Kö95b, Luc95, Mav95, Mil97c, Tre99].

Professor [Ano91h, Mar95a].

Programming [Ano93s, Ano96-33, CZ90, Dup94, DR95, Eme94a, Kan94, Le94, LY95, SS95, TPA95, Vog94, Was95, WM92, YZY96, ZL96, ZL99, Ano94j, Van91b].

programming/branch [DR95].

programming/branch-and-bound [DR95].

programs [Art94, CQ95, Fra94, Sch94e].

Progress [Bul94c, GMR97].

progression [Ber98].
projective [Lub93, Ver96, ZZ94].
prolongations [De 90b, Hem90b]. proof [Ber99, Bre90b, Cap90, Ekh91, Han96, IS95a, JMT94, Pré96, Sya99]. proofs [NW94].
Propagation [Ano91q, KKS96a, MET93]. propagators [Kal95b].
Properties [Mul93, ALR96, ÄNGM95, And92, AZD91, CG97, DR94, Die95, Emm97b, Fas95, FD93, GR92b, GR92d, JMV97, KMM90, Kuc99, MF98, Med96, Moc95, BMBF99, Nie90, NW97, Pan95b, PS95a, PP93, Pron98a, Rad95, RV94, WK98, ZD94, dO90].
property [AR99]. proportion [Par97]. proportionality [Hig93]. proportioning [Dos95].
property [AR99]. proportion [Par97]. proportionality [Hig93]. proportioning [Dos95]. proposed [Gro91c].
protein [BB95]. protein-dependent [BB95].
pseudorandom [DEHG92, EHT90, EHN91, EH92a, EH92b, EH94, EH95, EH97a, Emm97b, Nie90, Nie94, Rip90, Weg98, Zie90]. Pseudospectra [DT96]. Pseudospectral [EK98, MS92, RE94, Ren97b, Slo91]. psi [AR99]. PTR [Uyt96]. Publications [Van91b]. Publishers [Ano94l, Ano98p, Bul90b, Eme94f, Ver94b].
Publishing [Bul90b]. PULSE [Lis95]. pulsed [PCC95]. Pure [Bul91, Mas99]. purpose [Zha98].

QD [dR99]. QD-algorithms [dR99]. QMR [Cel98]. Quadratic [BF94b, EH95, EH97a, CQW95, CRR99, Dr95, EHN91, EH92b, EH94, ES90, Ehn97, Emm97b, FK96, HMS96, KK95, Lah90, Lah92, Lah96, Mcc98, Rol99, SF95, Val96, WM94, YZY96, ZC99]. Quadratically [Sto95]. Quadrature [Ano91z, Ano93w, BHGVN94, BGVO95, BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, Hag99, SS91a, AKV92, BES91, BK99b, BDV94, Bov96, BGV907, CH96b, CH98, CG97, DS90, Die94b, Die95, Die96, Die97, Die98, Die02, Ehr95a, Ehr96b, Fär93, För95, GL90a, GM97, Gra93, GH99b, HN98, KL98, Köh93, Kui95a, Kui95c, Kui95b, Kza95, Lan95, Lau99, LW91, LW95, Let98, LM95, LD99, MM99b, Min98, Nik96, Not90, Not97, Not98, Pat99, Pet99b, RV94, SS94a, Sin95, Sni91, Sya99, Tsa96, VDV90, Ver97]. quadratures [Alp95, DS91, GL91, Sch96b, Spa99].
quadrilateral [KZ94, ZV95]. quadruple [MW90a]. Qualitative [FB96].
Quantitative [HZ95, Sid90]. quantization [Pag98]. Quantum [FV95, Wit96c, FV96, JER95, LSZ96, MOT91].
Quasi-interpolants [Sab96]. quasi-interpolating [San96]. quasi-interpolatory [Dem95].
Quasi-Newton [Mar91a, Che97b, FS91, FM94, FM96, FM97, Saa94, Xu99, ZZ94].
Quasi-orthogonality [Ron90].

Quasi-periodic [CDF95]. quasi-regular [Li96]. Quasiconformality [PS99].

Quasilinear [Anh99, Bos97, BCG98, Ern96, Faz90, KSFAH98, Mat98, Sty96].

Quasi-stability [BDS96]. question [Lor95].
questions [Ven96]. queueing [BHD93, Kri92]. queues [HJ95a]. Quick [Lew92]. Quintan [Roo90b].
quintic [HS94b, La96]. quintuple [All96].

Quotient [SF90, NKS98]. Quotient-difference [SF90].
[Ano94l, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bul94a, Eme94b, Lev91, VR91, Ver96, BD90].

Radav [GL90a, GL91, HW99, dS97b]. radial [FI96, SW96, TSM96, TS97, Wen99].

radially [DKKV98, Rab96]. radiating [GL98].

radiation [Dor99a]. radiative [DZY +94]. radiative-transfer [DZY +94].

radii [Tok96a]. radius [HHL97]. Radon [AZ97, Ito94, Lub93, Tri93].

Ramanujan [AP92a, BE91, BCH +99, BB93, FGKP95, Gro91c]. Random [Edd90, Fus90, LSTZ94, TS97, Wen99].


Rate [BL93, HRGL98, IY97, KV95, Lin98, Zho94]. Rates [BGVHN97, HS94a, Die99].

ratio [Sta90]. Rational [CGV97, Let96, MR92b, PACH90, RP96, VM94, Zhe97, Zho94, AE91, AC90, Ano91u, BSW99, BWS99, BL97, BM97, BHGVN94, BGHN95a, BGHN97, BGHN99, CGRF95, CGEP96, CS95a, Chu97a, Chn97b, CM91, GP90, Ha92, II98, KT93, Li99a, LR92a, MA98, Min98, Mih90, NW97, NM92, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan94, Pan95a, Pan95b, Pan96a, Pan96b, Saa92, SU99, Sta93, VB90a, VB90b, VB94, ZT99].

Rationality [PGGC98], ratios [EH90].


reactions [PCC95]. reactive [ABD +96b, MP97, MPS96]. reactants [Faz92]. Real [EKKL93, BM97, BI96, CN97, CES91, Die99, JS92, KSK92, Mei93, Mei98, Sha94a, Sin95, Tok96a, Tok96b].

real-valued [BI96, Tok96a]. recirculating [KL99]. Recognition [Bab96, Ano94k].

reconstruction [HS92c]. records [DNS98]. recourse [CQW95, HvD94, Sch94c].


rectangular-source [GKH91, Let95b]. Recurrence [Lew96a, Lew98, RZG95b, ABM97, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, Bre90b, CZ93, FHR98, GL99, GRZ97, IS95b, Lew92, Lew96b, Mag95a, MDR90, Sl93, Van93c, dR99, vVB93].

recurrences [Hoc97]. recurring [LJ93].

recession [BW91, Fus90, Laut99]. Recursive [JL92, Mes96a, Mes96b, CZ90, FRR94, HGL96, Kos94, Let93, Let95a, Let99, Mah92, MLD96, RZG95a, IX97].

Recurviness [BL97]. rediscovered [PH99]. reduce [Fau90, Mou93]. reduced [Axe91, BMP96, PT96, Sid91].

reducibility [Ext97a]. reducing [GV96]. Reduction [ADH98b, BC93, GWC96, GS91b, JVD95, LMM94, Osb97].

redundant [FR95b]. refinement [Kle99, Kos94, Mit91, Ver94a].

reflection [RV98]. refraction [Ked93].

regarding [Iq95]. region [Cha99, HZ96, McC98, Was91, Weg96].

regions [CH94b, DE93, FZ93, GK96a, GM99, KW99, Lan99a, TRBS99, Weg93b].

registered [Ano95v]. regression [EH91, FG93, Ren97a, SÁFV96].

regularised [AD97, Iq97, PB98, Voe95].

Reichel [Bu94a]. Reid [Ver96]. Reissner [ICHcH97b, Sca95]. rejection [Kem90a].

Related [Ano91z, Ver94b, AH95, BV95, Bul96b, Faz90, GKH91, Gro91b, IS95a, JS91, Kan97, Kan98, Maa94, Mul93, OO98, Pat99,
relating [AS99]. relation
[Don96, Ext99, IS95b, LB99, Lew96b, Mil06, TB99, vVBZ93].
relations [AGRZ97, AGRZ98, Bus99, GL99, GRZA97, GRZA98b, GM95, GIM96, Han96, Lew92, Lew96a, Lew98, MDR90, RZG95b, Slr93, Van93c, dr99]. relationship
[Bre90b, Lev90b]. Relationships
[AGRZ97, AGRZ98, Bus99, GL99, GRZA97, GRZA98b, GM95, GIM96, Han96, Lew92, Lew96a, Lew98, MDR90, RZG95b, Slr93, Van93c, dR99].

relativistic
[BGM99, IM99, Syd99]. relativity
[SS99a]. relaxation
[BJZ93, CRZR96, Cho92, CRV97, DR94, DR95, GG97a, Han91a, Mie98, SFI95]. relaxed
[Arg98]. Relaxing
[EH97b]. release
[AU96]. relevant
[Sch97]. reliability
[DNN92]. reliable
[Bec92, YO98]. remainder
[GL90a, Sch96b]. Remark
[EHS98, All97, EH92b]. Remarkable
[Cal97]. Remarks
[Ben97, Gri99, Mie98, Mil98]. representation
[CDTV99, FV96, FM98b, Mar95b, Mat97, PGGC98, Rob99, SFW99]. Representations
[KS98, KM96, MR95a]. reproducible
[Alp98, BGVIN95b, CMRR99, RS90]. Research
[Ano91z, Mee96, Pie96]. residual
[AP96, LLP97, YN95, Zha98]. residue
[PP96b, TB99]. resolution
[Kha96]. resonance
[Alv99]. Resources
[Ano93v]. respect
[Art94, Bax95a, Che98a, Pan93b, PS95b, RBM91, Tot98]. responses
[WRW92]. Restarted
[EBP96]. Restricted
[Per92, BWS99, Sch94b]. restrictions
[DH95, De 90b, Hem90b, HSM96]. result
[DJR91, GHMZ94, Han96, Joe96, MMPP97, Nak91]. resultant
[LM93]. résultat
[Han96]. Results
[BGM93b, Lew93, Lew95, AKV92, Bax98c, BM92, CG97, CFR96, Hem90a, IS95a, JS91, LM93a, Let99, NS95, Phu95, Sid99, TD97, Tim93, vD95]. returns
[Pan96c]. reversal
[AT99]. Review
[Ano93k, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bu90a, Bu90b, Bu91, Bu94a, Bu94b, Bu94c, Bu96a, Bu96b, Bu96c, Die94a, Eme94a, Eme94d, Eme94e, Eme94f, Em94e, Kra96, Lev90a, Lev91, Mee96, Pie96, Roo90b, Uyt96, Van91b, VR91, Ver94b, Ver96].
revised
[Stu95, Ver96]. revised
[IDV98, McC99, Men91, Ven92]. Reynolds
[KL99, TF91]. rheology
[Ned97a]. Riccati
[Ber93a, Die93, JN91, Jd92]. Richardson
[CR96, CB95, Lim94, Sid99]. Riemann
[CES91, IM99, Weg90a, Weg93a]. Riemschneider
[Die94a]. Riesz
[Kan98]. right
[HY98, Jb99, Lim94, Mus99, SG96]. right-hand
[Jb99, Lim94, Mus99, SG96]. Rigorous
[Ber99, De95]. RILU
[BT92b]. ring
[Bab96, SR99]. Ritz
[Li97, LLY99, Zit94]. Rivlin
[Boj96]. RK
[Bar99b, Ber99, Con99, Lab98]. RKC
[SS98]. RKS
[DB99]. Robert
[Em94e, Roo90b]. Robin
[Wei97]. Robust
[SSF95, JDV95, OM99, RT91]. robustness
[Sur91]. Rogers
[BCH+99]. role
[But92a, MS92]. rook
[Fos97, Fos98]. root
[Gri99, KKN97, Osa94, VV92, Dub98]. root-finding
[Osa94, VV92]. roots
[AH95, Lyn92, McN93, McN99, PK97, SV95b, Yey92]. rotating
[Dun98, vdFvGdRdV95]. rotation
[GGF99]. rotationally
[CLL98]. rotations
[Sch97]. row
[GMS91, Liu95, GH97a]. rows
[Hoc97, IL99, Rob96]. rule
[Ehr96a, GVGPSL93, LW91, Let98, RV94, S97b]. ruled
[CP99]. rules
[AE90, CH96b, CH97, CR93, Coo99, DS90, DPS98, Die94b, GL90a, GKV96, GH96b, Joe90, Joe96, Lan95, Lan99b, Lev99, NS94, Pat99, RJ99, San96, SL98, SL99, S91a, ZDR90]. Runge
[CMR90, CRvdHV93, CRV97, BJZ93, Bru94, BC93, BJ93, CMFR96, CMGP99, Cha98b, CS97c, CB95, CV93, CRV90, DVVV97].
semi-classical [BM98, FHR98, Mag95a, RBDM90, SV95a].
semi-coercive [Ned94].
semi-conductor [Wic90].
semi-implicit [CNS97].
semi-iterative [Arn92].
semi-logistic [Arn92].
Semi-orthogonal [Mon96b].
semi-simple [BY99].
semicircle [Mil93].
Semiclassical [Ext91, CS97a, MR95a].
semiconductor [FLM92, Hem90a].
Semiconvergence [Son99].
semidiscrete [SS91b].
semigroups [ElM94, Rha92].
semilinear [MS98a, Smi96].
semilocal [Gut97].
Semiorthogonal [ACM98].
semismooth [KM99].
Sensitivity [Art94].
separable [BF93, Fra94].
separated [ASWO91].
separation [Han91b, Jo’90].
sequence [BCCM91, BP91, Bre98, Fan95, Osa96, PM92, vD95].
Sequences [BW91, BGN95a, BGM94, Ben94a, Ben96a, Ben96b, CGV97, Cop94, DEHG92, Drm90, EHT90, Fdi99, GB90a, Gro91b, GR92d, JMM92, Kam91, KT97b, LM93, Osa90, Osa91, Pag92, Pre94, RT91, Sah95, Sad90, Sed90, Str95, Sza95, Thu99, Van93d, Yey92].
SERC [Ano91-34].
Series [Ano94j, Ano98q, Van91b, VR91, Aco97b, AP98a, AD97, AD92a, And95, BG95, Boe91, BB93, Bul91, Cha98a, CDTV99, DDL93, De 91a, DE97, DDR93, Df98, Eme94e, GS91a, GP97, Gil99b, GNV99a, GS91b, GK96c, KO99, KO01, KM94a, KM95, Klu92, Koo98, Kri92, Le 93, Lop98, LM90, Mal90, MO96a, Mi97b, OO98, PG98c, PR92, RZQ99, SRD98, SL97, Tok96a, Tre91, Uyt96, VPR97, Wen90, TE97].
SERM [AP96].
Set [Ver94b, BC91, KV99].
Sets [Ver94b, BW96, DE90, Koe93, Lor95, Mag95b, MH94, Pel94, Ury94].
setting [ACQ94].
seventh [Sto97].
Several [Lop98, BPV93, CL98, GS91b, HJ95a, LR92a, Lu91, Moh90, Nie95, Peh93, Van93a, Zhu97].
sextic [Wit95].
Shafarevich [Ver96].
short [ADH98a, BR98].
shape [Lah90, Ad94, BR92b, CM99, Lah92, Sac96, SU99].
shape-preserving [CM99, Lah92].
shared [KNST91].
shared-memory [KNST91].
Sharp [MR95a, AB96, BELN92].
shearing [ELS99].
Sheep [CES91].
Sheffer [Sch98].
Sheldon [Ano94l, Eme94f].
shell [Ber94, Kre95a, SR91].
shears [BS98b, Zha91].
shift [NKS98].
Shifted [Let98, All96].
shifts [PRS90].
Shishkin [Lin99].
shock [Faz90].
shocks [IB99].
shooting-type [Pry94].
Short [Ano91-35].
shortcut [Deh94].
Si [PCC95].
side [Lim94, Ozi92].
sided [Tag98, ZT98].
sides [Jbi99, Mus99, SG96].
Sideways [Reg95].
sign [Gra96].
signal [Uyt96].
Signorini [AP98b].
Siljak [Sto95].
similar [BCG98, HMV98, Kam91].
similarity [Faz90].
Simple [SL97, Ata94, BK95a, BY99, Bus99, Epp92, Gro91a, Hv94, KZ94, MS98b, RZ99, SF91, SFG99, SW95b, WKG99, dS97].
simplex [Nea96, Spa99].
simplicities [Wen97].
simplifications [HZ95].
simplified [LB90].
simply [Weg96].
simulated [TPA95].
Simulating [Con99].
Simulation [Ano91o, Bul90a, CFT99, Ama94, AD92a, Atk90, BGN+90, CC99, DP97, EVB+99, Eme94c, GH97a, Hei95b, Hem90a, JDV95, Kor96, NS95, Nie94, PC96, RK90, SD98, Sch97, Sy99, TO99].
simulations [Alv99, CL97, Jer95, MPS96, Sp99, SB96, Wam99, XM98].
Simultaneous [CS95a, Gel95, VMV94, Ata94, AH95, Bel90a, BC94, CP93, CDM91, DDL93,
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KR96, Mar91a, Rán92, STS91, SP96]. sinc
[BK99b, Ste97]. sinc [CR93, Coo99]. Sine
EIM91, KL90. Sine-Gordon
EIM91, KL90. single [KM94a],
single-output [KM94a]. Singular
[HY98, Wei97, AO98, AE90, Alp95, And90,
AW97, BAG96, Bar97, Bec90, Ber92b,
BR92a, CT99, CS93b, CNS97, DS90, DW94,
Die98, Die92, DM97a, EGBE93, EK94,
GB97, Gov94, Jun94, JL97, KL98, Lad97,
LC99b, Moh97, Moh98, PB92, Pry94, QA97,
Rab94, SH96, Som99, Van90a, Ven92, Ven93,
Waz91, ZL90, ma92].
singular-point [Pry94].
singularities [CL91, HB92a, Hug94, Ill98, Lew91, LB90,
LG95, LN99, MS99b, RS92, SE99].
singularity [GPS92, Kui95a, Li97, LLY99, Ver97].
singularly [Bog98, Che97a, CLM95, Fit91, GPCGV91,
Hem96, QS99, Roo90a, Sin92, ST99, Wan97].
sinusoidal [Loe96].
six [OS94]. Sixth
[Ao93-28]. size [HJ95a, HHL97, HC99,
LMF97, Mau98, Oku93, SW95b]. Skorohod
[Tak92]. slab [Gro91a, HS92c]. slackened
[GJ95, GK95]. slender [DE93]. Sloan
[Fra95b]. slow [Le 98]. slowly [BEM98].
sluice [EM91]. Smale [DF95]. small
[Bur93, JMT94]. Smith [Van91b]. smooth
[ADT95, Ata94, MW95, SS94a, Shu96,
TRBS99, VVD94, Zha92]. Smoothed
[RL99]. Smoothing [BFK96, Gje97, Jbi99,
Par92, BC93, Che97b, DR94, FS96b, Zha98].
Smoothness
[Dam99, Dam98, DNZ98, GW91, Wen99].
snail [Mag95b]. Sobolev
[ALR96, AANMP98, BZ93, BM92, BC98a,
BC99, De 93, DE97, DE99, ELW93, HKL96,
JL95, KY97, MAR93a, MMP96,
MMP97, MMFB97, MMFBPC97, MF98,
Mei93, MP99b, MBMF99, Pan97, PP93,
WK98, dMPP98]. Sobolev-type
[ALR96, AANMP98, JKY97, PP93].
Society [Ao98q]. Softcover [Ver96].

Software [Loz96, AV96, Eme94a]. Sohn
[Eme94c]. solar [Kos99]. solid
[JSWW95, PCC95]. solid-state [PCC95].
solute [TH94]. Solution
[AY96, AEG98, Ano97-46, BK95b, Bul90b,
Cas96, CP96, DOAG91, Gov94, GM90b,
GB90b, eM91, Abd90, Abd98, AP98b,
AM96, AM97, AB96, AS96, AN95, BOS97,
Bak99, BBD96, BK95a, Bec90, Ben97,
Bog97, Bru96, Bu90a, BC91, BEL92, CL99,
CMR95, CMGP99, Car93, CS93b, Cel98,
Cha99, Chr90, CPK96, DBFV96, Dem95,
DM97a, DPTW95, Dos95, DK94, Elb92,
EK96, FFRV92, FFLM95, GKV7, GP93,
GPCGV91, Han94a, HS92b, HB99, HJ95b,
Hug94, Hus94, JB99, JC95, Jód91b, JN91,
JA92, JS97b, JL97, KNST91, Kit91, KZ92,
Kre95b, Kre11, Kri92, KB97, KB99b,
Le 98, Liu99, MP92, Mas99, Mau98, MM97,
MJ98, Món96a, Moc95, MS92, ND95,
Ozi91a, Ozi91b, PRT97, RIG98, RE94,
Ren97b, RS90, Rov96, Rum95, Sak99, Sca94].
solution [SD98, SB99, Sim96, Sim90, SR92,
SW97, Sim98, Sim99, SS97a, Slo91, Ste99,
Us92, VVD94, VM99, We96, Wr93].

Solutions
[Ao91z, SA97, AS99, AG98, AW98, AO98,
Aw96, AAP98, And92, BAG96, BBM96,
BM96a, BPP97, BMS98, BS98a, BK90,
BJ99, BDK96, BY96a, CN99, CM96,
CM97, CL98, CK92, DH94, Di98,
DKV98, DP93b, DM97b, EGB93, Eko98,
Fas95, Faz90, Fie90, FB96, FGR97, FS95,
FT98, GPS92, GP97, GRZ98a, GK96b,
Gro91b, Han91b, Han91d, Han92, He95a,
HLCW93, Ish91, JL92, Jo90, Jód91a, Jód92,
JNC99, KSFAH98, KKL98, KT92, KLL97,
KY97, LP94, LD98, LE99, LP98, Luf93,
LM94c, Mar97, MLS96, MS98a, Mc93,
Med95, Med96, Med98a, MS98b, MM91,
NW94, NYW98, Nja95, Ois95, Ois92, Pao98,
PR93, PB98, Plu96, Pop96, Rab94, Rov92,
ST97, TE97, Tre92a, Tre92b, TB97, Val96,
Voe95, Waz91, Wer95, Wim91, YC90, YN95,
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YMW98. solutions [ZD94, ZLQ96, ZCG99, ZZ91, Zw97, ZL90]. solvability [BGH98, GM90a]. solvable [Sch94c, Sch94d]. solve [CZ90, DR90, DK92]. solved [HW99]. solver [De 90b, GC97, HB92a, KNST91, SSV98, dS97b]. solvers [Epp92, Hig93, IM99, Jin96b, LR93, MdSvdV97, vdHM97, vHS98, BVZ90]. solves [Fis91]. Solving [JN92, Lau91, MV92, Nak91, SY90, A.94, AH98, AD92b, Arg92b, BAG+96, BHS92, CS93a, CY94, CM92, DHP94, DL99, FT96, Han91b, HZ94, IY97, Jo’90, JM96, LLP97, Lem94, Li92, LY92, LY97, Mar91a, MQ95, Mel97, Mes96a, Mes96b, Mou93, Muz99, PH99, QA97, SK96, St95, TPA95, Weg90a]. Some [ALR96, AKV92, Arg92b, BFG96, BM95, Bos98c, BE91, CV93, CADDHB94, Dar98, DJ99, Ext97b, GKH91, GS91a, GHH99, JS91, KS96b, KK97, Kuc99, Let99, Lev94, Mar96, Mas95, MO96b, MDR98, NNR93, Rad91, Rad95, Rab96, Re99, Se92, SF92b, Tim93, WK98, Wit95, vD95, APH94, Arg91, AI97b, Ben94a, BV95, Ber98, Car96, ICbH97a, CS96b, De 91a, DT93, DE99, DK94, E979, EW99, FP97a, GPR93, HZ95, IB99, JB96, Kha94, KPP97, LC98, Mat98, MdCVR99, Ols99, Pa98, Par97, Pe90, Pre94, RV94, Sab95, SP96, Sep99, Sen99, ST99, Ste95, Swa96, Va96, Ven96, Wen90, Win90, Win91, WLG99, ZL96].

Pie96, VR91, Ver96. Springer-Verlag

Die94a, Lev90a, VR91, Ver96. *Spurious*

Sta98. *square [AAVB98, Yey92]. squared [Chr94, FSV96]. squares [BP96b, BM93b, FHH97, JS97b, Mun96b, SF91, SY98, Sc94, VB94, Van90b, YL97, Yua96, YI96].

*SSOPAS [Ano91-36]. SSOR*

*Die94a, Lev90a, VR91, Ver96. Spurious [Sta98]. square [AAVB98, Yey92]. squared [Chr94, FSV96]. squares [BP96b, BM93b, FHH97, JS97b, Mun96b, SF91, SY98, Sc94, VB94, Van90b, YL97, Yua96, YI96].

 trạng Stability

[CS97b, CR90, CR93, Han91d, HLF99, Isa92, LC97, MT98, Med97, Med98b, MM91, Owr95, Ren97, SV92a, X96, BS95, Ber92b, BT96, Cah90, CM93, CS97e, Chr90, DSH95, DJR91, FB96, Gem96, H95b, IO91, Kit91, Kui92, LMM94, LC99a, Lu91, LR96c, MR96, MS99a, Mas99, MJ98, S97, Sid99, Ste90a, Ste90b, V94, Zin99].

*stability-induced [Ste90a]. Stabilized [AP96, ZZ97, Axe96]. stabilizes [SW95a].

Stable [Kla94, Lev99, Yam97, AS96, Bar99b, BM97, CAZ98, FLM92, FP90, HH90, HHL97, HC99, IP99, Pan96c, RW98, VV99b, Vec96, V90].

*stage [BH98, BEC99, CMG99, CAZ98, FSW94, VV99b, s97]. staggered [Pa94].

*staging [DR94, DR95]. stagnation [Ari95].

*staircases [Bec92]. standard [Mar91].

*Star [Kle99]. Starting [Lab97, Lab98, RH99, Zha94]. State [Eln97, CK91, PCC95, RS94, Swa97, WB94].

*State-control [Eln97]. state-dependent [WB94]. states [HH90, HF95, UH98, ZT98].

*stationary [DGH95, GR92d, LM92, MW90b, TG91].

*statistic [Drn90]. Statistical [Nie90, Ze95].

*statistics [SS96a]. steady [eMB91, Bah98, Div91, DR94, DR95, RD96, SB99, Swa97, W97].

*steady-state [Swa97].

*Steele [Eme94]. steepest [SLK91]. Stefan [ADT96, ADT97, KBO97, ND95, Ned97a, Ned97b]. Stefan-like [Ned97a, Ned97b].

*Steffensen [Nie95]. stellar [HB99, RL99, WD99].

*Step [Mau98, BCP99, Con99, DLP98, FM94, FM96, FM97, HS92a, HHL97, HC99, IR97a, KT97a, Lop90, LMP97, Oku93, SW95b, Sim90, Sim92, Sim94, Sim95, Sza93, Tra96, XZ98]. step-size [HHL97, HC99, LMP97].

*step-length [EM98b], stepping [WF97, vDNTV97].

*steps [MTW96, vDSvD95]. Stepsize [T90, WB94, BZ90, CM93, Con99, FS90, FK95, H99, VS90, Zha94].

*Sterling [A94k, A94l, A94m].

*Stieltjes [Bu94b, BHJ99, BG90, BDMV97a, BDMV97b, Ehr95b, EM98a, GM93, GV90a, Gr95, HR95, IS95a, KW90, L95, NJ95, N98, Peh95, RM95b, Tok96a, Tok96b, Val95, V95].

*Stiff [HW99, AFK93, FG97, FG97, PRT97, Sh93, Som93, h94a, vdHS98].

*Stiffness [Sp96]. still [Zit94].

*Stirling [Ada97, K94a, Z95].

*Stochastic [B95, Art94, CQ95, D94, Fra94, G95, Gel95, GM99, Kan94, L95, Mau98, NR90, SD98, Sch98, Sch94e, V91, V94, ZF98].

*stochastics [CADMB04].

*stock [KKS96b].

*Stoer [VR91].

*Stokes [B91, BP96b, ICH97a, CL91, CF93, He92, HM97, Joh98, NY99, O98, OP94, Part92, SD97, TD97, TE97, TLL91, WS97].

*Stone [Pro94]. stopped [Ham94].

*Störmer [Fra95c, LMF99]. straight [Fra95c].

*strategies [HU99].

*strategy [B91, BES91].

*Stratified [Pat99, ADH98a, ME95, MPS93, TOC99].

*streamline [HBL96].

*Street [An94k, An94m, Eme94a, Eme94].

*strength [NN92].

*Stress [NN92, ZZ97].

*Stress-strength [NN92].

*strengthened [Non93].

*Strong [BG98, BC94, IS98].

*MVMB97, Pan93c, Sch94e, dCY98, BH99, BMR99, CM96a, CG97, DMV999, GH99b, J99, K95a, N98, N98, d90].

*strongly [Die98, Die92, GM94, JN91, JNC99, TB97].

*Stroud [CR93, Coo99].

*structural [SR91].

*structured [Alp98, BM99a, Bec90, Con99, EHGNT90, FS94, Gil99a, JM99, KM99, MA93].
structured [Cus94, HS92b]. structures [Pro95, PCV99, Rös95b, vdFvGdRdV95]. studies [Hom96]. Study [Ano91y, AD92a, ADT92, BT92b, CS97d, Djb96, Fen94, GMS95, JV96, JMT94, RZG95a, Smi91, ZRG93, Zha91, ZL99].

Sturm [Cha98a, DW94, MP92, Pry94, VD91, VD94]. subdivision [BES91, FPS99, KvD99, SDL99, SE99]. studies [Hom96]. Study [Ano91y, AD92a, ADT92, BT92b, CS97d, Djb96, Fen94, GMS95, JV96, JMT94, RZG95a, Smi91, ZRG93, Zha91, ZL99].
IG90, KZ92, LDV91, TLL91, WS97, Wit95, Wit96a, Wit96c, YO98]. three-direction [Sab96]. three-parallel [FG97].

three-processor [FG97], tilings [FG99].

Time [BJZ93, KB91, AT99, AR92a, AD92a, And95, Bän91, CDF95, CFR96, CRV97, FLM92, GG97a, Gea91, Gel95, HS92c, HS96, Kęd93, KM94a, KM95, Lap93, Ma90, MTTW96, MJG98, Ned97b, Tre91, XM98, vdVNTV97, Bul96c]. Time-dependent [KB91, AR92a, Ban91, XM98].

time-harmonic [Kęd93].

time-point [BJZ93, GG97a].

time-series [And95, Mal90].

time-varying [Lap93, Bul96c],

Time [BJZ93, KB91, AT99, AR92a, AD92a, And95, Ban91, CDF95, CFR96, CRV97, FLM92, GG97a, Gea91, Gel95, HS92c, HS96, Kęd93, KM94a, KM95, Lap93, Ma90, MTTW96, MJG98, Ned97b, Tre91, XM98, vdVNTV97, Bul96c]. Time-dependent [KB91, AR92a, Ban91, XM98].

time-harmonic [Kęd93].

time-point [BJZ93, GG97a].

time-series [And95, Mal90].

time-varying [Lap93, Bul96c]. Times [Ano94l, Eme94f, Yan95].

Tomasenko [ICHcH97b].

Titchmarsh [WGK99, Yak97].

Toda [ABM97]. Toda-type [ABM97].

Todplitz [BW96, CT99, DS99, Hac97, JHH96, JHH96, JHH96, JHH96].

Tolonen [Hig93].

tomography [KvdB92, Kos99].

tool [De 93, GS99, Ro99, SS99a]. Topics [Ver94b, Ano98p, Ano91z, Bul96b]. TOR [Cha96]. torsional [JFM94]. Total [Rat94, CGEP96, Van90b, VDM96].

trailling [FFRV92]. Transcendental [Ano97-53].

transfer [DZY+94, FP97a, Moo95].

transform [AZ97, Bar90, DMGVO99, DLP98, Die99, Ehr95a, GS91a, Iqb95, KS96a, Mil97c, Sin94, Tag98, Tri93]. Transformation [Hac97, VPR97, AE90, ABM97, ATK90, CRD94, Faz94, GTH95, Hac97, JHH96, JHH96, JHH96].

transformations [Bal93, BP91, BW91, Bre98, Ext98b, Fan95, GK96c, JS97a, LAU96, LB98, Lie99b, MS93, MN96, Osa96, Sen99, Yack97, ZHC97].

transformed [BI92, SF92a]. transforms [Ano96y, AVWW99, CZ95, DS98, HT94, Iqb97, Klu92, Mac99, Mas93, OSG+93, Pag92, PB92, PON98b, Sab95]. transient [Ozi91b, SD98]. transition [DV99]. transitional [Sch99]. translated [Ver96].

transmission [BGH98, Boe91, KB91].

transmission-line [Boe91].

transport [ABD+96b, DYZ+94, KKO91, Lay93, MM99c, TH94, WF97]. transportation [Abd98].

transporters [BB95]. transshipment [HR94].

Transverse [RZAG98, MM97].

trapezoidal [eMM97a, GL94, HAMEm96, SL98, SS97b].

trapping [Alv99]. traveling [CM97].

treating [JSWW95, SWW96]. treatment

[Ext91, GPL98, GL90b, SGFR94, Wri93]. Treating [Ano96l]. tree [PP91, Wam99].

trees [MAH92, PAB92]. trend [BM93a]. Trends [Mie91, Eme94b, Wam91]. trial [AKM97]. trial-free-boundary [AKM97].

triangles [CR94, Say98]. triangular [BW91, CM96c, HGL96]. triangulations [DLR92, Lai96].

triangular [BW91, CM96c, HGL96]. triad [EFL97, Yun98].

Trigonometric [Rös95b, Cal97, Cap90, Köl94b, VD94].

triple [AE90]. triples [EH95].

truck [SGFR94]. truncated [CG97].

Truncation [Bal93, BJ93, Thr99]. trust [HZ96, Mcc98].

Tschebyschouen [MW97].

Tschebyschouen [SZ98].

tubular [E99].

tuple [DDL93].

tuples [Ren99].

Turán [GM97, Spa99].

Turán-type [GM97]. Turbulence [Ano93t].

turbulent [Eme94f, Kha94, SC95a].

Turing [Kra96].

turning [How90, Mor92].

twelfth [BT91, ST97]. twelfth-order [BT91, ST97].

twelfth [BT91, ST97].

twelfth-order [BT91, ST97].

twelve [Waa91, Waa98].

twos [DMGVO99, DS90, FG97, Köl95b, KL90].

Le 95, MM99a, Mat95, Ols99, Tok96b, Ver94b, ZT98, ZL90, AR97, Abr91, Al999, BH98, BEC99, BAV98a, BF93, BGVO95, BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, CS93b, CAZ98, CM92, CM92, DBE99, Ehr95a, Ehr96a, EHR94, EGBE93, EIM91, EEAES99, EK99, FRI99, GBF97, GVN90a, GVO94, GSV99, GB90b, HC94b, HR99, Ira94, Jon93, KKL97, KvdB92, KS96b, KS96a, KOR94a, Kos94, Kuc99, LW96b, LB99, Lit95, Liu97,
Two-dimensional [ZL90, Abr91, Deh99, GS99, GB90b, HR99, Ira94, KKS96b, Kuc99, OO98, Ozi91a, XM98].

Two-level [Ols99, Lit95].

Two-parameter [Ehr96a].

Two-point [DMGVO99, MM99a, Tok96b, BGVO95, BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, CS93b, EGBE93, GV9N90a, GV9O94, Jon93, Liu97, QS99, QA97, SH96, Sin92, VVD92].

two-side [Ozi92].

two-sided [ZT98, Tag98].

two-step [Con99, Sim92, Tra96, XZ98].

Two-term [Ext99, Mil06].

Type [Van91b, ALR96, ÁNYD98, ABM97, ADMFSR98, AÁNMP98, Bai97, BS95, BBM96, Ber92b, BDV94, BB93, Bre90c, Buc96, BL93, CS97b, Chn97a, Cuy90, Cuy92, DUVV990, DUR90, DMGVO99, Erd93, ELW95, EH97b, FAD99, FPR92, FB96, Fra95a, FP97b, FP99, GM97, GP98, GLP98, GV9O94, Gó99, Guo95b, HT91, HLS94, HRGL98, Heu92, Ioa90, JI92, JB99, JS93, Jiu95, JKY97, Kar94, KW90, Kui95e, Kui95b, La96, Le 95, Lin99, LM92, LN96, Mag95a, Mai93, Mat97, MT96W, MP99b, ME94, Mil97b, Min98, MB92, Mus99, Not90, OM99, PP93, Pry94, RV94, RW92, SL98, SF90, TSM96, Thr90, Thu99, VDV90, VVDV92, Vo93, Weg90b, XCV96, Yak97, YK96, ZZZ96, ZD94, DB99].

U [Ano90k, S991b].

U.S. [Roo90b].

UK [Ano98q].

ultra [Kan97].

ultra-hyperbolic [Kan97].

ultraspherical [Doh98, Ehr95b, For93, SS94b].

ultratriangular [RJ99].

unbiased [Rol99].

unbounded [BDMGVO97b, GM99, Rha92].

unconstrained [FM97, GV96].

unconventional [Ven93].

uncoupled [Jia91].

underdetermined [CY99, Mar91a].

Undergraduate [Lev90a].

underlying [Art94].

Unified [GLP98, FR99].

Uniform [Ano91-35, BS95, BG95, Boe91, CLM95, Die94b, EH91, Ku92, Mas92c, SLK91, SLK92, TD90, Ten95, Dun97, ES90, HS97, KW99, KS97, VM94].

uniformly [Drm90, Ehr94, HG97, Roo90a, SL99].

uniforms [Sta90].

Unifying [Cha95].
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